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PROCEEDINGS 

Of the 17th Annual Convention of the Wisconsin State Cranberry 
Growers Association. | 
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ries left in would not hurt the sauce | In the state the people have an organ- 

much, it hurts the sale. All buyers ization practically omnipotent thru 

particularly require that all pie a they can do anything they will. 

. small berries of 3g inch or under be i And it is surprising how little they 

taken out. They are not so particu- | do for their own betterment and how 

lar about further grading. This is) much they turn over to private inter- 

more to the advantage of the grower. | ests to make what there is in the 

Our machinery and methods are fre- traffic. ’’ 

quently inadequate; they must be ae The next subject on the program 

proved. When hand picking over is} was the report of the statistician. 

necessary, it should be thorough and | This was made by Judge Gay- 

not a pretense. Avoid handling as nor. He spoke of the vital im- 

much as posisble. We can pick over) portance of the prices in governing 

and paw over berries and damage them ' the consumption of berries, and stated 

at every process. If we brand our) that the consumption of the fruit was 

packages, the brand must tell the constant, and that the price was 

truth, or trouble will overtake us. {changed by the supply, rather than 

‘An association or trust of all the the demand. He stated that it was 

growers for the purpose of marketing | of great importance that the supply of 

the crop thru one able and responsi- | fruit be known definitely to the grow- 

ble agency will come as soon as the | ers, as upon this information they 

growers awake to a lively apprecia- | could base their prices better than on 

tion of the spirit of the times and anything else. He stated that some 

their own interests. growers in the east had concealed the 

The water supply and drainage re-  largeness of the crop and had by this 

quirements of cranberry growers ren- method kept berri‘s at an abnormal 

der the buisness, the interests and | price for a time, and that the subse- 

operations of all cranbery growers par- ‘quent slnmp in the market price 

ticularly, interdependent and mutual. | worked to the detriment of these same 

If all or any of us cannot rise to a| growers. His statistics also showed 

sensible solution of this situation we | that the consumption of the berry was 

probably can and will snuff ourselves | increasing. He gave the crop for the 

and some of our neighbors with us \ year 1903 as 550,000 bushels in New 

out of buisness. ' England, 450,000 in the middle states, 

The expeimental station of the asso- | and 100,000 in he western states, or a 

ciation has been transferred to the | total of 1,100,000. This is twenty per 

state. The state now, under the dir- jcent above the average for the past 

ection of Dean Henry of the Univers- pow years. 

ity, is propagating varieties and ex- | M.-O. Potter, treasurer of the or- 

perimenting with methods and condi-| ganization, then made his report, 

tions in a thorough and scientific| which showed it to be ona sound 

manner. The state isalso investigat- | financial basis. 

ing the causes of the poor keeping Prof. A. R. Whitson of the Uni- 

qualities of a large part of the crop | versity of Wisconsin then gave an ad- 

of Wisconsin cranberries. The state | dress, taking as his subject, Co-opera- 

is doing in this instance just what a| tion in Water supply and drainage. 

state ought to do; what a state is for. | He told how necessary it was that
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growers should work together in smanet fertilizers. He has been experi- 
matter, and this a fact that the grow- menting the past summer on four 
ers are beginning to appreciate more | different kinds, but at this time his 
and more, and there is no doubt but / researches have not extended over - 
that the day is rapidly approaching | enough time so that he was able to 
when cranberry men will work asa | give any definite information on the 
unit in this matter. Prof. Whitson | subject. He intends to continue in the x 
also told of the great irrigation} work, however, and will be able to 
schemeat Greely, Col. which aptly | give some information that will be of 
illustrated his standing on the ques- | benefit to all the growers. 
tion. | 8. N. Whittlesey spoke on Early 

A letter was received from Dr. W./ vs. Late Draining. He expressed 
M. Wilson, the Milwaukee weather | himself as being strongly in favor of 
man who spoke at the August meeting | early draining. This started a dis- 
of the convention. It was expected| cussion in which several of those - 
the Mr. Wilson would be present at} present took part, and the general sen- 
this meeting, but he stated in his let- | timent among the good growers 
ter that January was one of his busy | present was in favor of early draining. 
months, and much as he would D. F Smith of the.firm of Smith 
like to attend the meeting, it was! & Murphy of Green Bay, then spoke 
impossible for him to do so. on the Best Methods of Marketing. 

A letter was also reccerved from; Mr. Smith is engaged in the commis- 
G. A. Murray of New London, who} sion business and gave a very interest- 
had been assigned the subject of, | ing talk from his point of view. It 
The Best Method of Planting and! was his opinion that one of the most 
Caring for Vines after Planting. Mr. | Tequisite things between the grower 
Murray stated that he had been in! and buyer was confidence After this 
the business of growing cranberries had been established it was his opin- 
only three years and felt as if he)ion that the whole erop could be 
was in the kindergarten when com-| handled by one man or firm of men 
pared with some of the veterans in| who would be able to place the crop 
this section of the country, and con- to the best advantage and ata less 
sequently excused himself from ex-|cost than is now done. His advice 
pressing any opinions at this stage of was for co-operation, and this was the 
the game. solution of many of the difficulties 

A letter was also read from Lucia that have been thorns in the side of 
J. Fosdick, one of the veteran grow-| the growers. 
ers in Boston. Mr. Fosdisk is an ear- Prof. Sandsten spoke on Insects 
uest advoccate of the 32 dry measure and Fungus growths that tend to in- 
quart crate as a standard for shipping | terfere with the growth of the cran- 
instead of the barrel as it now exists. (berry. The professor has succeded in 
He expressed his regret at not being | separating two fungi that attack the 
able to be present at the meeting and cranberry, but has not inves- 
stated that he would furnish an article | tigated the matter fully enough to 
later in which he would give some of | enable him to make any report that 
his views, would be of any benefit to growers. 

J. J.Emmerick spoke on the subject. The only insect that bothers the fruit
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to any extent is the fruit worm, and | scarcity of pickers will soon force all 

so far the only efficient fight against | growers to adopt this method of har- 

this pest is made by flooding. Pro- | vesting to the exclusion of the old 

fessor Sandsten is also advocating the | way. 

drying of the berries thoroughly in| Judge Gaynor had an article on 

the packing house, and thus save a lot | Conditions that Favor the Blossom 

of loss later on by the rotting of ber- Bud, which was of a scientific nature 

ries by their being put away wet. | and was listened to with interest by 

L. W. Haskins of the University ae those present. 

Wisconsin has been investigating the There was a general discussion 

effect of water on the berries during | whether official inspection by the 

the growing and picking of the same. | government would be a good thing 

. He has investigated a large number! for the growers and whether it would 

of cases where berries have rotted | not be beneficial to compel every 

- after being sent to market and has/| grower to brand his barrel plainly 

decided that much of it is caused by i with the growers name and the kind 

the water on the berries and their be-| of berries the barrel contains, after 

ing packed in a wet or damp condi- | which it would not only be easy to 

tion, which produces a condition that | trace any poorly packed or bad berries 

favors the rotting of the berries later to the person or persons that were re- 

on. \sponsible for the trouble, and besides 

Fred W. Gebhart of Warrens read a | this it would be a check on those per- 

paper on the construction of ditches, sons who had any incilnation to put 

dams and bulkheads, which was very | any inferior stock on the market. 

practical in its suggestions and was | There was nothing definite done on 

listened to with interest by those the matter. 

present. | Those present at the meeting were 

James Gaynor talked on the part |8. A. Warner, Warrens; F. J. Hoff- 

being played in cranberry culture by | man, John M. King, Charles Snippen, 

machinery, and stated that in his | ache: Nels Johnson, Valley Junc 

opinion there was yet much to be/tion; Fred W. Gebhart, Richard 

. ‘done in this line. Mr. Gaynor is oie an Warrens; L. M. Purviance, E. 

imventor of a ditching and scalping |K. Tuttle, E. A. Granshaw, Mather ; 

plow and a grader, all uf which have ' Prof. A. R. Whitson, Prof. E. P. San- 

proven great labor savers. There was | dsten, L. P. Haskins, University of 

a fine display of samples from the ex- Wisconsin; S. N. Whittlesey, Cran- 

perimental station, there being some! moor; John B. Arpin, M. O. Potter, 

: 180 different varieties. A committee|A. E. Bennett, C. E. Lester, W. H. 
consisting of Prof. Sandsten, L. P. | Fitch, John A. Gaynor Grana Rapids; 

Haskins, E. K. Tuttle, D. F. Smith | James Gaynor, Cranmoor; C. G. Dano, 
was appointed to select certain varie- | Mather; J. J. Emmerick, Cranmoor ; 

ties for propagation. Jon Graither, Guy Potter, Geo Hill, 

E. K. Tuttle read a paper on Pre-|G. W. Paulus, Grand Rapids, E. E. 

paring Vines for Raking. | Warner, Cranmoor; J. D. Potter, 

This is a subject that interests | Pittsville; J. J. McGovern, Cran- 
cranberry men in this section now, | moor; C. M. Stevens, Mather; Ralph 

as it is becoming apparent that the | Smith, B. M. Vaughn C. 8S. Whittle-
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sey, Grand Rapids. | vanished or disappeared in some way. 
The secretary was instructed to cast ; You must remember these deep. drain 

a ballot for all of the old officers of ditches are drawing from a long dis- 

the association, who are as follows:|tance 12 months ina year, That 
President—Charles Briere. shortens the water supply and dries 

Vice President—-S. N. Whittlesey.|the marshes ready for fire. And 
Treasurer—M. O. Potter. these farmers will have to set fires 

Secretary—W. H. Fitch. in order to clear the lana, and also to 
Member of Ex. Con.—A. C. Ben- ftom the fiber from the soil so it can 

nett. be tilled. Cranberry men should all 
Statistican—John A. Gaynor. work together and do all in their 

et aed power to keep all drainage districts 

Fires as far as possible from our lands. 
(By M. O Potter.) As the marsh lands of Wood Co. 

Iam on the prorgam to give you|are valueless only for cranberry cul- 
points on fire, which most of you have; true. We have had three or four wet 
had your share of experience as well | seasons that makes us careless and we 
as myself in the years of 1893 to 1895.|do not keep prepared which we - 

As Iam no writer I will make a few|should. We will get dry seasons 
suggestions. The first we should see | again and then without being ready 
to are fire breaks or strips of unim- | we are liable to have loss by fire. 
proved land which can be burned or Oe 

plowed, and should be burned every The Blossom Bud. 
spring or plowed as the dry weather It is known to the grower of all 

approaches. 2nd, We should prepare | kinds of fruit that some years his 
some way of fighting fire with pumps. | plants show an abundance of blossoms, 

Each marsh should have a pump |and other years a great scarcity. Why 
mounted on some vehicle that a|is this? 

horse can be hitched to large enough | This inquiry ought to have been 
to hold a pump and two men to stand | made of some of our botanists at the 

on and pump, and at least 75 feet of | University instead of being referred 

hose, and go to the fire. Then if there | to me for, atlhoI have read every- 

is any show to get water we can do | thing I could find on the subject, my 
something. And all should turn out | opportunity for personal observation 

and go to where the fire is. | is too limited, and I can only. restate 
The third and greatest danger that to you what has been discovered by 

should be seen to is the drainage sys-| others and the facts that they have 
tem that is being pushed for the | established are about as follows:— 
money that is in sight. To rob some ist. The Blossoms for our next 

hard working farmer that has accu- | years cranberry crop were matured tin 
mulated a few dollars, from northern September and October last. 
Illinois or southern Wisconsin. He| 2nd. Dryness, coolness and sun- 

will come on these lands and com. |shine in September and October are 
mence business, and in a few years to | favorable to the formation of blossom 
move off from the land, only to find: buds, while warmth, moisture and 
his little pile vanished as the soil'shade, either from clouds or over
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hanging vegetation, retard the forma-|which were decayed. I told my 

tion of fruit buds and stimulate what | mason that I wanted them put onto 

are known as the vegetative functions | wooden platforms, and most of them 

of the plant; hence it follows that if| were built that way. There were a 

our vines are kept wet, warm and | number that were put on the ground 

shaded during the months of Septem- | without any plank foundation. The 

ber and October, the terminal buds on | latter were a failure as the frost must 

the uprights will not ripen into blos- have heaved up the stone floor, and 

som buds, but will unfold in the fol- jwe did not get it down deep enough 

lowing spring and extend the uprights | below the frost line; the floor and 

without producing blossoms. Hence, | sides cracked and let the water off. 

vines that go into winter quarters We, however, built a large bulk- 

green instead of being of a ripe, red- | head in a very soft place and we used 

dish brown color are not oniy in ajat least a cord of rock loose and 

poor condition for wintering, but they “asta our foundation and stone and 

are likely to show but few blossoms |cement floor on that and up to the 

the following season. | present time it appears to hold all 

* rd. As a rule, animals do not | right. i 

reproduce, uor plants bear fruit dur- | There were a number of mistakes the 

ing the period of most vigorous | mason made when I was not there, in 

growth. Vigorous growth is unfav- | building the wall too abrupt and not 

orable to reproduction, but as a cer- | giving them width enough. Both 

tain amount of vigor is necessary both | sides of the walls should be smooth, 

to the plant and the animal, it is|so that the dirt and sand when it set- 

only excessive growth that should be i tles around the bulkhead is firm 

repressed. | against it. 

- 4th. Vines tramped down into the I would suggest adding a wing on 

water or in a horizontal position un-|each end of the wall on the upper 

til winter sets in, are not likely to ‘side. I used 4x4 or 4x6 as a frame 

bear blossoms the following season;|for the perpendicular pieces also the 

not merely on account of the exces- |bottom and top pieces that act as 

sive moisture, but because of the hor- ; horizont#l braces. This frame work 

izontal position. The reproductive is for holding the slash boards in po- 

function ceases in most plants when | sition. 

forced: into a horizontal position.| I found that there was a great pres- 
Hence rolling vines early in the fall | sure from the outside to the center as 

before the blossom buds are all formed | the weight of the dirt and sand had a 

especially rolling them in the water, — to crack the walls if the 

is liable to seriously lessen the hext| walls were built too narrow. They 

year s blossoms. {should be not less than 24g feet in 

J. A. GAYNOR. thickness and three feet in thickness 

——— | would be better. 
Bulkheads and Ditches \ I use portland cement. It is my 

(By Fred W. Gebhardt.) opinion that the stone bulkhead will 

In the fall of 1902 I had a large be the bulkhead of the future, as i! 

number of stone bulkheads put intomy | has the weight and durability. By 
Pitches to replace the wooden ones another season I can tell more about
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them. | One of these injurious disadvan- 

In regard to ditches, we all need | tages to the cranberry grower in the 

better drainage and quicker drainage marketing of his berries is the non- 

and also quicker flooding, which is uniformity of the package in which 

essential to cranberry culture. | cranberries are packed and put upon 

— | the market. 

Packages | The question may be asked, “Why 

{Lucian J. Fosdick.) ‘not market all cranberries in bar- 

I deeply regret that I am unable to | zels?”” 

accept your kind invitation to be| To this question I will answer that 

present at the association convention | the cranberry barrels are not uniform 

in Grand Rapids on the 12th inst., in size. They appear to be the same 

and to address you upon the topic as- size but vary in holding capacity. 

signed me. My observations have been that one 

My business duties alone prevent hundred barrels made out of uniform 

my acceptance. It would be a very stock by a first-class cooper who at- 

great pleasure to me to meet the offi- | tempts to make them the Massachu- 

cers and the members of the associa- | setts standard size, to-wit: to con- 

tion. tain one hundred quarts ‘‘dry meas- 

I am not a large grower of cranber- | ure’’, will in reality vary anywhere 

ries, yet 1am an enthusiast in the} from 100 quarts to 107 quarts. 

cultivation of this fruit and do not The question may be asked, “Tf a 

feel that I have attained my ideal in} Massachusetts standard cranberry bar- 

cranberry culture short of raising one | rel should contain just 100 quarts, and 

hundred barrels to the acre. | if a cooper makes one barrel that will 

Bog building, cranberry culture, | contain just this quanttiy, why he 

harvesting and marketing are to my | cannot make 100 or 1000 barrels of 

mind four vital problems to be solved equal contents ?’’ 

by all cranberry growers and to this) My answer is that-he does not make 

end I believe our association together | them of uniform holding capacity and 

with the Cranberry Grower edited by | I am convinced that he cannot unless 

our secretary, W. H. Fitch, will be- | he takes much more time in setting 

come great factors. | up barrels than the price will war- 

The topic which you have assigned |rant. I have seen barrels which 

me comes under the head of marketing. | have been made in many different 

Why not adopt as the cranberry pack- , cooper shops, all of which possessed 

age a 32 qt. dry measure two-compart- | these variations as to holding ca- 

ment crate? | pacity. 3 

Marketing may at first sight seem| I believe it is wholesome to have a 

to be a very simple problem but it is | law regulating the capacity of the 

in reality far beyond a simple prob-| cranberry package and if the law says, 

lem; it is acomplex problem, so com- | ‘‘a barrel of cranberries shall contain 

plex that in many particulars under | not less than 100 quarts and a cran- 

present conditions it works to the seri- | berry crate not less than 32 quarts.’’ 

ous disadvantage and the material; The grower is thereby required to 

loss of the cranberry grower. | use barrels and crates of such capaci-
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ty. In the use of barrels he must | be said that he gets cull lawful meas- 

give more than 100 quarts which is|ure and must be satisfied, but herein 

unjust to himself. In the use of the|an inequality exists all the same, 

bushel crate he can give full measure | which works to the disadvantage and 

which is just to the buyer. to the loss of the cranberry grower s0 

Crate stock can be sawed to dimen- | long as cranberries are marketed in 

sions so that one crate or any one of | barrels. 

100 crates will hold just 32 quarts. How can this inequality to both 

Barrels vary more or less, as will | the cranberry grower and the pur- 

be admitted by coopers, cranberry chaser of cranberries be obviated ? 

growers, market men and all who are; The answer is, ‘let all cranberry 

familiar wiih this style of package. | growers adopt the two compartment 

In the use of barrels the grower of bushel crate 32 quarts dry measure.’’ 

cranberries must have a barrel which This stlye of package can be readily 

will hold not less than 100.quarts and | made of uniform holding capacity and 

to this end the cooper must make them \ when all cranberry growers conform 

to hold no less a quantity. ‘to its adoption they will give just 

May I illustrate? A grower raises, |and lawful measure and the purchaser 

say, 100,000 quarts of cranberries | will get the same. 

equal to 100 barrels. | California fruit growers have 

He uses the Massachusetts standard | adopted the crate form of package for 

barrel which ‘‘shall contain not less | the shipment of their fruit to market. 

than a 100 quarts.’’; these barrels; New England apple growers are 

. varying in fact as I have previously | already making large shipments of 

explained from 100 to 107 quarts., apples in crates and it is quite cer- 

P which makes an average of 103 4¢ tain to replace the apple barrel in 

quarts to the barrel, a very conserva- ; the very near furure. 

tive estimate. | The barrel rate for shipments of 

This means practically to red hs is little less than the rate 

: grower a loss of 34g per cent of his|on crates but there is no good reason 

: shipping crop which is equivalent to for the difference. The fact is that 

j loosing thirty five barrels out of every crate shipments will occupy less cubic 

i one thotsand. \feet of space than the same quantity 

1 It my be said that, notwithstanding joe cranberries will occupy when 

this apparent fact, that the berries | packed in barrels, and it is reasonable 

| j represented by this thirty five-barrels | to conclude that if the question of 

| to the one thousand are not lost be- | freight rates was brought to the at- 

| cause the retail buyer gets them, etc. ‘tention of theproper railroad authori- 

In reality they are lost to the ties that this difference would be ad- 

grower justed to thebenefit of the crate ship- 

And again if one retail dealer buys | ments. 

; a barrel of cranberries containing 107 All up-to-date cranberry growers 

| or 105 quarts how about the dealer | store their harvested berries in pick- 

| who buys a barrel containnig but) ing crates ‘‘slightly different but 

1 100 quarts? similar to the shipping crate and 

| To this question it can aides! holding 32 quarts.’’ for the reason 

|
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that experience has taught them that | sides the bushel crate gives the re- 

this is the best package for storage|tailer a desirable package for his 

purposes for two reasons; they can be hotel, restaurant and boarding house 

packed up compactly and cranberries | trade. 

will keep in these bushel crates better Foreign dealers already express & 

than in any other form. | preference for the two-compartment 

A cranberry barrel is not a proper | 32 quart cranberry crate for the rea- 

package in which to ship cranberries. | son that it carries cranberries in much 

Let me illustrate this point: A | better condition than the barrel car- 

cranberry barrel will hold 100 pounds ries them. 

of cranberries and one can readily| The two-compartment crate holding 

see that the cranberries in one end of | «*32 quarts dry measure’’ is the pro- 

the barrel are subject to a great’ per shipping package for cranberries. 

pressure by the weight of the cranber- | 1. It will keep cranberries in the 

ries above them. | best possible condition. 

For instance: we pour 33 and one| . 2. It is easily handled. 

third pounds of cranberries into a 3. It requires for equal holding 

barrel and the barrel is one third | capacity lessstorage room than bar- 

full. | rels. 
We pour 33 and one third pounds | It is a deisrable package and much 

more into the barrel and it is two | liked by the jobbing trade. 

thirds full. We pour 33 and one third! It is a package that is strictly hon- 

pounds more into the barrel to com-' est in measure. 

plete the filling and thus we have on | ———- —<-- 

the first one third, sixty-six and two| Review of Preliminary Work at 

thirds pounds pressure and this con- Experimental Station. 

dition continues to exist so long as 5 

the barrel remains full. ‘ oe ee 

To press cranberries into a barrel,| The committee in charge of the 

haul them several miles over the road | program asked me to give a report of 

to the freight station, transport them | the work performed on the Cranberry 

a long distance by rail, team them to, Experiment Station the past year. 

the commission house. thence to the \ Owing to the fact that the season was 

freight station for another railroad | somewhat advanced and the condition 

transit, another teaming to the store | of the grounds, the work of necessity 

of the purchaser, the berries all | was largely preparatory. Before 

this time being subject to this great | systematic and scientific work could 

pressure, and then expect them to | be carried on so as to yield the best 

open up sound and solid packed is out | results and to be any degree accurate, 

of reason. the grounds and planting had to be 

For one reason if no other all cran- put in proper shape. Mr. Haskins 

berries should be packed in a two-|andI spent most of our time from 

compartment bushel crate for they | July Ist till the middle of November 

will reach the retail dealer in the | and later, on the marsh, though Mr. 

best possible condition and, for all | Haskins was there some time previous 

handlers, it is a more deisrable pack- to July Ist. After definite arrange- 

age where store room counts and be- ments were made for the lease of the
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ground a small house 12x20 was erected | two, or perhaps three, after planting 

on the station to serve as a laboratory|and give the vines chance to get 
: and temporary quarters, as to proper- | started well and crowd out the grass. 

ly superintend the work we had to be |In some instances rolling has been 
on the ground a good share of the! found a decided help. The so called 

time. | ball grass is a very bad weed on 
The present nine or ten acres|many marshes and was found quite 

which the station now comprises was | abundantly on the Station. It grows 
leased by the Wisconsin State Cran- in dense tufts or bunches and the only 
berry Growers’ Association to the means of getting it out is witha 

: University of Wisconsin. Of these knife or some other sharp instrument 
ten acres there were already planted | as it cannot very easily be pulled and 
about three acres or more of vines,|not leave the roots in the ground 
the work having been previously car- When once established in a place 

fi ried on. by the Cranberry Growers’ | it spreads very rapidly both by seeds 
association. Looking at the map it} and runners. 

will be seen that there were then five There are also two species of moss 
sections planted to vines. These sec-| which are very troublesome in some 

tions ran nearly the whole width of | localities and for which no sure means 
the piece and had an average width) of eradication has yet been devised. 
of fifty feet. Of these five sections | The question of weeds will be treated 
two were covered with a very vigor-!more fully in the official report. 

ous growth of vines, while two were|Specimens were collected of all 

but sparsely covered. One section | troublesome and noxious weeds and 
was cut up into squares maalinieh aces now being determined and worked 
from 14 to 16 feet on a side and were | over. : 

being used by the Association for the! It was found more practicavle to 
propagation of varieties from their — the two sections where the 

original nursery. It was found/ weeds had won such a strong foot- 

practicable to weed only the two|hold and held the vines back, and ac- 
lower sections as the other two sec- pomeinets were pulled and the bog re- 

tions planted to vines had a very |scalped and will be replanted in the 
sparse growth and were entirely over- spring. The section containing the 

grown with wire and bull grass and | little plots onto which varieties were 

other noxious weeds. On the two sec- | being planted was weeded two times 
tions that were weeded the weeds and during the season. A sixth section 

grass were pulled by hand. The;which had been previously scalped 
wire grass where once it gets a good|and the scalpings thrown up into 

start is hard to eradicate by pulling windrows was rescalped and made 

as it breaks off at the junction of stem;ready for planting. The scalpings 
and root and as the grass propagates | rom this and other sections were used 
by means of numerous runners it will in the construction of a road along 
come up the following season in near-|the east boundary of the station. 

ly as great an abundance. The -only| Frequent rains during the season 
effectual way of keeping it out is to| caused considerable trouble as at first 
keep the sections weeded for a year or we had great difficulty in getting rid
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of the surplus water and even after | acres was built and water can be had 
flooding for the frosts the same diffi-| for flooding the Station from this, 
culty was encountered. ~The water and can be done very quickly. Ditches 
would all flow away if given time’ were widened and deepened, new ones 
enough, but with the present drainage | constructed and outlet both widened 
we could not run the water off and and deepened for a distance of half a 
dry the marsh before the sun came mile, so that the marsh can be flooded 
out too hot in the forenoon. On_ very quickly, and drained in a short 
July tenth especially, the water could! time. A tower was placed in the re- 
not be gotten all off till nearly noon. | servoir with a weather vane and an 
A cheese cloth was stretched across a anometer in cooperation with the U. 
small area some two feet above the S. weather bureau. The triangle or 
vines to test for blight. The cloth  flat-iron piece lying between the east 
was not put upsoon enough, however,’ boundary and the original section : 
as the berries were probably blighted: was scalped and the scalpings were 
before the cheese cloth was put’ up. | used to build a road along the east 
Berries continued to blignt even boundary. The scalped ground was 
within the tent, and which seems to used to finish out the original sections 
poiut to the fact that all blight is so that they now all extend the width 
not caused by intense heat in the _ of the piece. 
presence of water. The stalk on; The two lower sections were divid- 
which the berry is attached turns ed up into four and eight subsections 
brown and dies before the berry | and each subsection so arranged that 
shows any sign of withering, but is it can be. flooded and drained indepen- 
thus ultimately deprived of nourish- | dently of the others. The relative 
ment and succumbs to the inevitable. | merits of early and late taking off of 
It is a question what causes the death | water and also of early and late flood- 
of the stalk or if the stalk but shows | ing can by this means be determined. 
the symptoms earlier than the berry.| The two sections w..ich were 
It may be of bacterial origin and may | scalped and also the triangle is being 
have its primary cause back in the sanded to the depth of three inches 
flower. The question of blight will and on other sections in process of 
be taken up more carefully next sea-| making experiments will be carried 
son. ‘on with different depths of sanding. 

Considerable difficulty was also ex- | The Wisconsin State Cranberry Asso- 
perienced in getting men to do the! ciation has some one hundred and 
ditching, scalping, weeding, etc.,| eighty-seven small plots planted to 
and the work suffered somewhat from different varieties of cranberries. 
this. Frequent rains also interfered They are all designated by numbers 
with the work. Experiments for the | and are as yet not named. Of these 
determination of the probability of one hundred and eighty-seven, sixty- 
frosts were carried on and an electri- five were removed to the Station by 
cal apparatus was so arranged that it the association this last spring. The 
would give an alarm when the tem- | varieties removed were the first sixty- 
perature would fall to a certain point. five plots or varieties. Here are 

A reservoir comprising some two found varieties from all cranberry
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growing regions in the United States. | lightest ones one. The ones with the 

A number of the so called varieties | best gloss were marked ten and the 
are seedlings grown from fruit of some | ones with the least one, and so uni- 
vine on the Station and means of com- | formity, productiveness, flavor, vigor 

parison between parent and seedlings | of vine, season, were all marked simi- 
from fruit is offered by this means. |larly on the scale of ten. Keeping 

It was the intention of Wisconsin | quality and firmness were also marked 

State Cranberry Grower’s Association lin the same way, only these are 
and is the intention of the State Ex- {not recorded until some time during 
periment Station, by keeping careful |the latter part of the winter. By 

record of each variety to select there-| these markings comparison can be 

from desirable varieties and propagate | drawn between the different varie- 
the same. This year the one hundred ties, changes can be noted, and iin- 

eighty-seven varieties were all care-| provement or retrogration observed. 

fully observed and all desirable char- J should say three varieties were 
acters in any variety noted. A record generally selected for being especially 
book made especially for the purpose | ]arge, three for fine color, and so on, 
was used and number of each variety | while others were marked for propaga- 
was entered in the book along with! tion for having three or four of these 

the name of the originator or sender | qualities of character to a marked 
when planted. Each variety was|deyree. Each vine was marked and 
judged on the scale of ten as related | the berries of that vine picked and 
to size, color, form, gloss, uniformity, | stored. We are thus enabled to more 
keeping quality, firmness, productive- intelligently select our varieties and 

ness, season, vigor of vine and flavor. tot them. By cross-fertilization 
To get the size of a berry, its length | efforts will be mad> to improve vari- 
parallel to its long axis was first|eties by crossing a variety possessing 
taken, that is from the calyx to point | several desirable characters to a high 
of attachment. The second measure- | degree by lacking others with a varie 
ment taken was along the axis of the | ty possessing these others in an equal- 
berry at right angles to the first, and|jy highdegree. These will be crossed 
the third one was the shortest one | with the former and bring about pro- 

through the same plane. Three | duction of varieties possessing to a 

measurements were thus taken and a|high degree the characters sought, 
reasonably true index of the size of a/ put varieties of this nature are seldom 
berry obtained. Varieties varied | constant so it will be largely the 
greatly in size and form as also in| chance if varieties desirable and with 

color. constant characters are produced. 

To get the form the berry was cut|Our surest means is that of careful 
in two, parallel with its long axis|selection and breeding of existing 

and an outline drawing made of the/ varieties. Cultivating of each varie- 
same by placing at the surface on/|ty with the view of bringing out but 
the paper and a pencil passed around |a single character will be carried on 

| the outside of the berry. Color was/and these afterwards crossed. That 
| judged also on the scale of ten, the} is, some will be cultivated for size 
} darkest ones marked ten and the'alone and others for color. Because 

i :
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of the time of the year that the work | inside of the berry was permeated by 

was begun and the unfamiliarity with | a dense waft of fungal hyphae. It is 

the merits of the different varieties | possible that this disease had its 

no crosses were attempted this season | origin in the flower and possibly be- 

put will be during the coming year | fore. The berries were probably pre- 

There was but one insect which | disposed to disease by the unusually 

caused any material damage to the | wet condition of the marshes. It is 

fruit, mamely the cranberry fruit! further found that nearly all the ber- 

worm. The moths appeared on the | ries which softened in the barrels 

marsh in great numbers about the | after they were sold this fall are all 

middle of July and remained especial- | infected by a fungus and the whole 

ly numerous for about two weeks. |inside of the berry is filled with 

The young caterpillar appears on the | branching hyphae of this fruit fungus. 

outside of the berry about six or seven ‘It is quite probable that previous in- 

days after the eggs are laid. It may | jury and wet condition of the berries 

attack as many as three or four ber- paved the way for the wholesale in- 

ries before it ceases its devastating | fection by this fungus. 

work and forming a cccoun buries it- Ido not think the fungus is the 

self in the ground some time during| primary cause of the unusually bad 

September. The only known remedy | condition of the berries though found 

for this insect is flooding. The best|in nearly every softened berry, but 

time to flood is when the worm lives | has gained the foothold it did by the 

on the outside of the berry, which it |; previous softening or moist condition 

does for two days after it appears. jof the berry. The berry when once 

Fungus diseases were confined prin- | infected would be rapidly permeated 

cipally to the fruit and no serious} by the fungal hyphae ard the fungus 

disease was found attacking the stems would spread rapidly from berry to 

or foliage “of the plants. The so} rey: The fungus was found in 

called cranberry scald is the only ex-; many stages. Its life history will 

ception. In the case of this disease | be worked out if possible and also the 

the fungus lives through the season | time of its origin. 

in the stem and leaves of the plant | This is but a brief otuline of the 

and through the flower infects the | work carried on at the station this 

berry. The fungus was found in the| year and besides I have said nothing 

fruit quite generally but none were | of the work carried on in relation to 

at the time found in the vegetative frost and other things more properly 

parts of the plants bearing the in- | belonging to another department. 

fected fruit. There were but few! After all it was largely a preparatory 

cases of this so called scald though | work to make scientific and systematic 

numerous diseases pass under the| work possible. All efforts were 

name of scald. A very prevalent| made to familiarize ourselves with 

disease which became quite noticea- | conditions there to observe and note 

ble just before picking time is an- lines along which to work and in 

other fungus disease where the berry general seek the best possible means 

lost its normal color and assumed aj of furthering the best interests of the 

hayline transparent one. The hole} cranberry industry.
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The Season of 1903 From a Buyers | moustrated that when cranberries can- 
Point of View. not be retailed at 10c a quart and 

I regret very much to have to write a @ good aoe See tie retestor 

you that it is impossible for me to be | — 7 — Gasemper ot 
with you on the 12th. The Western | the high price that ruled the early 

Fruit Jobbers Association, of which 1| Part of the season nat: enoaghiof ithe 
am secretary, has a special meeting berries went into consumption to hold 

at Chicago on Monday and Tuesday, the market. So many berries were 
January 11 and 12. This being on, left in the hands of eastern growers 

the same date as your meeting pre- that they lost their confidence and 

vents my being with you. they = thrown broadcast on 

Since your executive committee the market without regard to price 

honored me with a place on your pro- Good Jersey berries sold as fowsias 
gram I had hoped that I would be $4.00 to $4 25 per barrel. This shows 

able to attend and say a few words ® decline of from OF to tEeF aad 
atont the uackket af 1908. barrel from the high point. 

So far as the Wisconsin growers and I have not time or space to write 
those who dealt in Wisconsin berries all I would like to write, but I do 

the season, just closed, has been what want to say that the Wisconsin grow- 
I would call a very satisfactory one. ers acted very wisely in selling just 
This has been a very peculiar season at the time they did. It so happened 

on cranberries from a dealers’ point this past season that there was a gap 
of view. At the beginning of the, between early Blacks in Cape Cod and 

season the opinions of the larger Jerseys, Cape Cod Early Blacks 
handlers differed quite widely as to cleaned up earlier than usual and 

the future of the market. It was Jerseys were somewhat backward in 
very apparent we had large crop to coloring. This gave Wisconsin an 
market. Some of the large eastern unusual opportunity to dispose of 

dealers seemed to have the idea that their berries at good stiff prices dur- 
without regard to very largely in- ing the gap. I want to caution you 

creased crop that prices were bound that this particular condition is not 
to rule high and urged the growers) likely to happen every year, and had 

generally to hold for future high | it not happened this season the Wis- 
prices. On the other hand most of |consin growers would have made a 
the western dealers insisted from the! great mistake by holding firm for 

start that prices were too high to; prices at which they started. Con- 
market the crop and advised their|gratulate yourselves, therefore, that 

grower friends to let loose and sell. | the good prices which you received 
One of the most important things in| for your berries was largely the lucky 

marketing a crop of anything is to|conditions at the time you sold. I 
avoid as far as possible any declining | mention this that all may guard them- 

market. Buyers will not partake |selves against being guided another 
freely of any perishable article except | scason by conditions that existed this 

on a strong market and a steady past season. 
market. It has been many times de- I would like to suggest that the



growers do not want to get the mis-| them. 

taken idea that the more competition! Again regretting the fact that Iam 

there is between buyers the better it| unable to be with you and hoping 

will be for the growers. Unless one | that you may have a good and pros- 

or two firms get enough cranberries to | perous meeting, and that next season 

handle profitably so that they can | you will have even better results, 

afford to make the marketing of cran- both as to crop and price, I beg to 

berries a specialty you will find that remain, Yours very truly, 

the present larger operators in cran- | A. U. Chaney. 

berries would take hold of other | — 

things. When this happens it will| THE CRANBERRY 

be up to the growers to market the} The Production of Varieties and the Merits 

berries direct to jobbers in a very | of Each 

scattered way and it will not then | u (By A. C. Bennett.) 

be competition between buyers to buy| To handle this subject properly, 

your berries but it will be competi- | would require a thorough knowledge 

tion between growers to sell their! of all the varieties now grown; the 

berries. The larger operators must | demands of the markets as to varie- 

necessarily sell in car lots and to job ties., and an intimate acquaintance : 

bers only. Unless these operators | with the plant itself; also a thorough 

are protected and permitted to make | knowledge of the laws governing re- 

a legitimate margin, they will be | production ; the effect of environment 

forced to drop cranberries from their} upon this particular plant, and many 

specialty list. I feel that there ought] other things; and it should, as I be- 

to be a mutual relation of confidence | lieve, have been given to someone 

and good will between the grower better acquainted with the subject 

and those who make it a special busi- | than myself. 

ness of marketing cranberries, and Variations of the cranberry are 

that, as far as possible, such dealers produced readily by planting the 

should have the protection of the seeds, and by cuttings from sports, 

growers. In turn I appreciate that | which seldom occur on the wild vines, 

the operators must. treat the growers | but may be formed under cultivation. 

right and deal fair with them, and | —They are single branches on a vine. 

work with them mutually toward ad- | producing different varieties from the 

vancing the cranberry industry. Pepa stem—By cross fertilization 

There should be a closer relation be- | we may produce almost any form o- 

tween the grower and operator. If| berry, early or late, and of any de} 

the cranberries could be absolutely | sired color, from clear white to al- 

under the control of a very few opera-| most jet black; even a sweet cran- 

tors there would be a much better | berry is quite as possible as was the 

average price obtained for the entire first, sweet apple, and a seedless cran- 

season. I therefore solicit the grow- berry, as a seedless orange, or & seed- 

ers to bear in mind that if they de-!less apple. The flavor is today more 

sire their berries to be marketed by | varied than the wild apples, but has 

those who make it a specialty that! been less investigated. 

they do what they can to protect | ‘The markets of the world today call
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for large berries of a bright glossy and on the Pacific coast, would be 
color, shading from the bright red to| changed so as to not be recognized ax 

dark; an oblong berry. Such com- | the same berry. A light colored var- 

mand the highest price in the market. | iety grown on a marsh, deficient in 
The grower will find it easier to and | iron, transplanted to a soil having 

quicker to meet this demand, and plenty of iron, changes its colors un- 
reap the reward, than it is to educate til the berries would be classed a< 

the public. Small berries may make! separate varieties. The keeping 
the most sauce to the quart, and be qualities are also varied by soil and 

the best flavored, and the best yield-! climate, and conditions. 
- ers, and w..ite berries the best keep-| If we have a dry season in the fall, 

ers; but they will not sell as readily. | followed by a wet season, the next 

What the grower wauts is a variety | year we get a good crop of cranber- 
of cranberries that will always sell \Ties, but their keeping qualities are 
No matter how much the market is | not as good as the berries that arc 

glutted, the best of everything will grown in the dry fall season. When 
always sell. There is nothing too! the drought comes early in the sea- 

good for the American people. The/son, and then come rains, just before, 
ideal cranberry would be a good and at picking time, the berry makes 

yielder; one that will adapt itself to a rapid growth which is tender. 
the greatest differences of soil and Such berries will not keep well, and 
climate; be uniform in size and color, ‘especially if they are gathered wet: 

the best of keepers and the best and are allowed to remain in that 

flavored, a point that will count in the | condition until they are sorted, and 
future; also a rank grower, so as to barrelled for market; (as I saw done 

assist to keep down the grass and last fall). In sucha case, varieties 
weeds: and above all, othersan endur- count for nothing: they will rot, and 
ing variety. All kinds of fruit un-| would in the barrel. Such parties 

der cultivation run out in time—de- damage the reputation of every Wis- 
generate—-and uew varieties take consin grower, and themselves. I 

their place; hence it is wise to start will hold up both hands in favor of 
with a new variety that has been ‘‘Publie Inspection,’’ or any other 

.tested. means to stop such practices. The 
In crossing to produce the ideal owner was nor at the plantation when 

variety, great care should be taken, I was there. 

and remember that it must be done ag artes 
by one crossing of established varie- Raking of Berries. 
ties, so as to produce a hybrid that (By E. K. Tuttle.) 

shall be strong and productive, or Worthy President and Members of 
this should be done gradually; as the | the Cranberry Growers’ Association: 
union of varieties widely differing Once again we meet and as we look 

from each other, while they are pro- back we can see the old year totter- 

ductive in the first generation, are ing in the distance and we have the 

often barren later on. progressive kid at our side full of 

The environment often makes great questions as to how we are planning 

changes in size, form and color. The our duties as cranberry growers the 
same variety grown on Cape Cod, coming year. Resolutions being in
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is ti f the season the old plant 
order at this ~_—s the year, can we oe  Tciceeon 

not as a body resolve ti : are 

i rry vines with their rumn 

ee ee ks mek et aap [eorentot on to Gas grain, Temenet it 
ae ag oa on the compare it with the above sanding and 

eS a the ditches and | covering these runners and each be- 
summer get after e di wy % Eee 

make them 23g feet deep and drain = macro ee Pc rs 

ditches every rod that we may har-|and many u) ee ee 

ies i i f| had but one before and the vest as many berries in the middle o a ee 

i i hausted wood burned an i 
sections as we have near the ditches, ne oo 

i d the warmth and new life g and when our berries are harvested | an ee 

and vines become mature before flood- ns — - ge = 

i er . 

on otto a au are neglectful as to putting 

se apna es 98 on water and not too heavy a frost our 
the subject, ‘‘Does Raking of Tries | nade ae ee 

Injure the feo more - wee oo - 8 Set ea a 

Picking’’ If they are old mai | nd just ¢ gard per. 

vines, I would say yes. If they are jience in trimming. —— — 
sanded or pruned, doing away one we used three - —. 

: i right, I) yi mers on part 0! 

ao pee cee i sam as regardless of having many 

Should it not be of more interest | vines left for that — — 

= yagi tone vi a nm om | sae jeron 4 oe crop the to prepare these vines so we | you s = 

j have ut fall and we could rake the ber 

ae my lit i ae xa | ree i 1 d berries were one third most of my life in nursery work and|ries nicely an 

growing of fruit, apples, grapes, cur- larger. ; . 

rants, strawberries and blackberries, Mr. oe =. —- 

and at time of cranberry a. a - - . — — 

" en the an arpe: 

“a paulnad sen tienes had — os for trimming I tried this 

finished fraitiiy and the wood became! year ago last fall and altho this 

raters we had to go to trimming, | was put a slight pruning; it did away 
a the apple trees in the month of with the runners by raking one. = 

March and June was their | the way the vines lay oe — 

time of discarding a portion of their i “ ruta e — ao 

wardrobe. with the vines. h 

i i three sections about The strawberry being of i shorter — rake = oS gy 

life we had to renew by planting rita . ree =~ Sue net eee 

eile tnt cen me or eena It is very inexpensive 

ue cee = oe. out} and did the vines lots of good, and if 

pons geen Mg cae ied | we could but use this on a portion of 

“ee oe ae by on yar marsh each year and sand during them from one side to the other, | o . 
i i i est double there not being enough moisture in| the winter, we aise 

the soil to enable them to root and at} the fruit at 1 SN
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My neighbor, Mr. Plummer, | moss and grass; and perhaps, operat- 

pruned the Stansbury marsh (it’s a | ing only at night. 

sanded marsh)a year ago last fall and| Experiment No. 2. In the spring 

cleaned all his ditches 23¢ feet den of 1898 when I had charge of the 

and I wish you could have seen his| Wisconsin Cranberry Exhibit at the 

vines and the crop they had the past| World’s Fair: there was sent to me 

fall. ‘a large box of cranberry vines, just 

Should you attempt to grow grapes, | ready to blossom. They were placed 

| currants, blackberries, raspberries or| where they had light and air, but no 

| any other kind of fruit without prun- | direct snnshine. They blossomed out 

| ing and fertilizing, how long would | very full and the blossoms stayed on 

| you stay in the business and pay run-|a@ long time(indicating a lack of pol- 

} ning expenses? Then why not vont lenization) and they produced nota 

i and prune the cranberry vines? | single perfect berry, tho they were 

i- When our eastern growers and those | well tended and the vines looked very 

| that have had experience here tell} healthy. This tended to confirm my 

i us sand is as beneficial as well rotted | previous impressions. These vines 

| manure on a garden and one acre of | were shipped at 4 time when the in- 

| sanded marsh will bear as many ber- | sect was active, and they probably 

ries as three acres not sanded or! left the vines during the journey , or 

pruned. My idea in reading this| the installation of the vines, and it 

i paper to day is not that I may impart | showed me that the cranberry did not 

4 knowledge to these older ones but that | readily pollenize itself. 

it may excite a discussion and these| Experiment No. 3. Out on the 

! old pioneers will let fall some | Midway, a sample cranberry marsh 

| thoughts they may bring out and wejabout forty feet square had been 

‘ catch some new ideas to take home| placed which had been shipped there 

! with us. early in the season, and was neglected 

i —-+ = - | until the fore part of June, when it 
} Pollenizaion of the Cranberry | was turned over to my care, and the 

a (By A. C. Bennett.) | weeds and grass pulled out toa cer- 

f Experiment No. 1. About twenty-| tain extent; bat the size of the piece 

t five years ago, we selected about a prevented the escape of all of the in- 

i) square rod of vines in the wild open|sects. A system of irrigation was 

§ marsh, and pulled out all the grass, | established, and on this small planta 

} weeds and moss, leaving only clean | tion, several quarts of perfect berries 

E vines. The vines on it grew finely;| were grown. As I had several fruit- 
f blossomed profusely, but produced no! worm millers there, I inferred, nat- 

t berries of any account . This contin-|urally, that they had done the work 
f ued for several years, until that sec- | of pollenization, as they would be ex- 

; tion was scalped and planted; then it| amining the flowers to lay their egg» 
commenced to bear, and has continued | there, soon after the berries were set: 

( to do so up to the present time. This|but after visiting a section of New 
impressed me with the belief that the| Jersey, where the fruit worm had 

i cranberry did not readily pollenize|never been known; and seeing the 

| itself; but that some imsect did the|vines loaded with berries. I was 
| work: probably hiding in the near-by | obliged to abandon the idea
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I wrote to A. J. Rider and asked | rather than the rule, the old and ob- 

him by what means the cranberry was| servant grower giving as his opinion 

pollenized. He suggested that the|that the proportion of pronounced 

wind might be the agent, as in the| success falling to the lot of those en- 

case of the corn. When we see that| gaged for any length of time in the 

the lack of pollenization alone would | business being one in sixteen. 

blight every blossom, we see the im- A note of warning is therefore given 

portance of knowing by what means to the ignorant or innocent, to well 

this occurs. If by an insect, we| weigh contemplated enterprises or ex- 

should know its life history, so as to| tensions that damage or detriment 

protect it and not drive it off, or kill| may not be unwisely or unwittingly 

it by untimely flooding. We nope inflicted. To this end sound know- 

to have something reliable on the| ledge, reliable information and a 

point, from the state experiment sta- broadened understanding reached thru 

tion; and it is very fortunate for us; attendance at meetings of progressive 

that the state has taken up the work, | producers, or from published accounts 

with means and men of ability and|of their proceedings would seem to be 

zeal, to promote the subject. of importance. 

—-. - A Cranberry Journal. 

Secretary’s Report. In accordance with the belief that 

It is with regret I have to announce | the time had arrived for a publication 

the enforced’ absence of President| specially representing the industry, 

Briere on account of sickness. His| there has been issued during the past : 

conservative counsel and sound busi-| year a monthly periodical, and the 

ness judgment have contributed very| favorable words of approval already 

much in placing the association on its| réceived encourage the hope that its 

present substantial foundation and [| continuance may be assured by sym- 

am sure I voice the sentiment of each pietiete and substantial support, and 

and every one of our organization in! be regarded regularly as a welcome 

wellwishes for his speedy recovery to| visitor. 

re | a qrediable dioplay it in opined | credi s 

= pee: ioe jcould not but be of great ad- 
It is stated that an evil anticipated | : 2, 

5 vantage to the state. It is therefore 

or apprehended is half averted or | aa te rdial ti be 

avoided the reason given therefor wo- | iv - oe eee — 
given in every way possible. 

ing that precautionary measures are | Membership Dues. 

taken that modify or minimize the! While the experimental ‘feature of 

untoward happening: and, so. it is be- | our organization has been ‘turned over 

lieved the recent impetus given, in to the care and custody of the coliege 

some sections, to cranberrry culture | of agriculture of the State University, 

should be given the notice and|there remains much other important 

thought that it deserves. work for the association, and it is 

Of various avocations the cranberry | hoped, a prompt remittance of the an- 

industry is one far removed from the | nual fee by everyone will enable its 

quick-rich plan, the season of phenv- | usefulness to be continued. If the 

menal profit being the exception ' supply is to be materially increased
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the consumption must be augmented, | during the coming season. 

With a firm faith in the wholesome I also applied common salt on vines 

culinary virtue and value of the cran-|on the experiment station, that wer: 

berry, and the employment of ad- | being choked with what is known as 

vanced methods there should be little | timber moss, at the rate of ten bushels 

doubt but what this can be accom- | per acre. Within a few days after 

plished. applying it the moss was all dead, 

= ‘and the vines appeared to be unin 
Fertilizers for Cranberry Vines | jured by the application. 

In June last I received through Mr. | I hope to continue these experi 

Duncan, agent for the German Kali | ments during the coming year, and 

Works, four different kinds of artifi-| will be glad to report to you at our 

; cial fertilizers. ‘next annual meeting, the results of my 

About the 25th of the same month | experiments J. J. Emmerick. 

. I applied these at the rate of about) -_—— 

1 200 pounds per acre, upon a piece of | Crop Statistics. 

: mossy vines about four rods square,, The principal use of the cranberry 

putting it on in strips across the | crop statistics is to ascertain the sup- 

| square, leaving the alternate strips ' ply of that fruit to be placed on the 

q untouched by the fertilizer. ;market for consumption. It is 

The first effect I noticed, a few days | known to every one that the price of 

after applying the fertilizers, was | any commodity is regulated by what 

i that it generally killed the moss over is known as the law of supply and de- 

i the strips upon which the fertilizers|mand. In the case of cranberries, 

} were applied, and especially so over the demand is exceedingly constan! 

i the strips upon which the sulphate of | from year to year; hence, it follows, 

potash was used. that the price of this fruit is regulated 

i I could not see that these fertilizers | by the supply. ‘This is true of near 

' had any perceptible effect upon the ily all staple articles of human food 

H growth or vigor of the vines. The | Take eggs for instance and your grocer 

f weather was rainy about that time, will tell you that ten times as many 

and I think i? I had made a second | eggs are consumed when the price is 

| application in dry weather, I would '12c a dozen, as will be consumed 

ij have secured better results; for| when the price is 25¢ a dozen. » 

i afterward I applied the sulphate of | fone man was the owner of the 

potash on a section of the experiment | entire cranberry crop of the United 

f station where the vines were free | States, he would have to regulate th: 

a. from grasses and other foul stuff and ‘prices by the supply. If he had 2, 

if the effect wasa decided and noticeable | 000,000 bushels at his ‘command, h: 

4] change. Within a few weeks after, | could probably dispose of the whole | 

i the vines showed a much richer color | at $4.00 per barrel, while if the entiré 

y where the sulphate of potash had been ‘crop was one fourth that amount, |x 

| applied. 1 understand that this fer- | would not be able to dispose of the 

. tilizer-is used on cranbe-ry vines in whole at $8.00 per barrel. 

i the east -with good results, and I in-| From this it will be readily seen 

| tend to give it a more systematic trial that it is of the verv first importanc: 

i, . : 

|
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that a tolerably accurate estimate of! assessments bear a certain ratio or 

the entire crop of the country should | percentage of relation to the actual 

be procured at the opening ‘of the | sale value of the lands. By applying 
marketing season, and the prices re-| i t 
gulated at the outset, according to ioe principle of anereee: ‘rom year to 

that supply, for if the prices are too Year, a very accurate estimate of the 

high in consideration of the supply it jactual crop in sight, can be made 

will retard consumption and prices| from the collective estimates received 

will be sure to fall, and a large part) through the growers, and prices can 

of the crop will go to the dump, 3 

This means loss and failure to some- | be regulated accordingly. 

body, while if prices are started too} Our friend Porter of the Coble Co. 

low, it will stimulate consumption | has another method that is pecularily 

and before the end of the marketing | )is own, and is more expensive than 

season, there will be nocranberries at| the one that I suggest. Perhaps it 

any price, or perhaps only at prices|js more satisfactory and profitable to 

that practically prohibit consumption. | him, but is not so satisfactory and 

Believing now that I have shown | profitable to the growers. He starts 

sufficiently the necessity for reliable} jy, the latter part of July on the 

statistics, the problem is up to me to| Wisconsin crop, takes a hurried trip 

answer how they may be jrocured.| through Berlin, looks over the 

Our statistician should first procure a| marshes, talks with growers, gets 

book, properly ruled for the entry of | their estimates, and then hurries over 

statistics on the subject. He should] to the Wisconsin valley, making the 

seek to secure a list of, say about 50) same kind of estimates; he then hur- 

growers in Massachusetts, 30 in New | ries away to New Jersey and does the 

Jersey and 10 in Wisconsin, Who! game thing, and ends up with an ex- 

would send him estimates of their | cursion on Cape Cod. His eyes are 

crops during the latter part of the | open to all he sees, and his ears are 

month of August. As fast as these! open to all he hears relative to cran- 

entries come in, they should be en-|perries. The fact is, he is not able 

tered on the record. | to see or hear anything else during 

He should, at the same time, pro-| this part of the year. All of this in- 

cure a list of all railway stations in| formation that he collects is his own 

the United States from which cran- | private property, or the property of 

berries are shipped, and arrange to | those who employed him, and we may 

procure from the railway officials, | ply him with questions as much as we 

the amount of cranberries shipped | please, and while we get only polite 

from each of these during the market-|answers, we never know when we 

ing season The estimate made by|reach the bottom facts in his cranium. 

the growers will be found from year His method is an expensive one, but 

to year to bear a certain percentage | it is decidedly thorough, but of very 

or ratio to the actual shipment, just! little public utility; hence am of the 

as the assessor of land does who does not | opinionthat the plan above outlined 

assess land at its true value, it will|is the one, and the only one to which 

be found that on the average their] we can resort. J. A. Gaynor.
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| Marketing | experimented with three great econ- 

| . (D. F. Murphy.) ‘omic propositions :— 
Mr. President and Gentlemen of Competition, Profit Sharing, Co- 

this Association.:—-I scarcely know Leone and Consolidation. 

why I was asked to reply to the ques-| First let us consider Competition, 

tion as to the best method of market-|‘‘the life of trade’’ (that kills the 

ing cranberries. My experience in | trade). Competition—‘‘the survival 

marketing cranberries has  beeu /of the fittest’? (but commercial death 

limited; but as I have had considera- | to the millions of unfortunates who 

| ble experience in marketing other pro- | sailed. )  Competition—the direct 

; ducts in a large way, I presume it is | cause of so many thousands of finan- 

for this reason I have been asked tojcial, physical and moral wrecks. Of 
meet you today. I beg to assure you Competition figuring financially, we 

my effort today will be no oratorical | need not speak. Is there one among 
gem but a few facts plainly told. | you who is courting sharp competition 

I believe that any plan of market-|in his business—do you want it? 

ing which does not protect the inter-;Have you not felt its cutting and 

ests of the buyers and sellers alike withering presence. Is it a desirable 

will surely fail. |thing? Is Competition a good thing 

No scheme for selling will be satis- j for you to have in your personal bus- 
factory, that does not have for its|iness, in your corporate form, or in 

; basic principle, confidence. Con- | the nation? Iwill leave each man 

! fidence of the buyer that he will get | to answer for himself. - 

what he buys. Confidence of the sel- From the evils of Competition grew 

f ler that he will get his money for|the loathsome commercial diseases of 

i) what he sells. Confidence of the | poverty, dishonesty and moral corrup- 

} buyers that the party selling is relia- | tion. 
ble and able to deliver any goods he, Morally it is responsible for the 

may contract to deliver. Confidence |corruption of thousands of honest, 
1 of the seller that he will receive the | happy and industrious men. It is re- 

{ orders of the buyers, when conditions | sponsible for the person who if he 
i are equal; and that the buyer is re-| were a doctor,he would be a quack. 

“ liable, competent, able and willing |If he were a lawyer, he would be a 
i to fulfill his contract, this confidence | shyster ; if he were a cranberry 

a must be mutual. | rower, he would be a commercial 
4 Therefore, I declare confidence must | hyena; a mixer of qualities, a short 

Fi be the ‘‘key note’’—the essential measure artist; in fact, a fakir; de- 
| basic principle of any satisfactory and \ pending upon shady methods to gain 
‘| successful plan of marketing. _an advantage over an honest competi- 

f How best to gain, promote and | tor. These are the diseases, clearly 
t maintain this confidence between the defined, for which Competition is 

buyer and seller is to my mind the | responsible. 
i only question for us to consider in) Is there no remedy known? ‘Yes, 

perfecting a model method of market- | there is the remedy of profit sharing, 
ing. Andrew Carnegie tells us that! which will help but will not wholly 

i during the last 50 years the world has cure; but the last and greatest of all 
1
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is co-operation and consolidation—the | How much more money could a buyer 

best known—the largest tried—the | or combination of buyers pay for a 

panacea for all the ills that Competi- | crop under such a guarantee as this 

tion is responsible. It has been| than they would when compelled to 

found satisfactory for thousands = take the chances of selling their pur- 

cases: among the most noted is the | chase at a profit and have to compete 

Standard Oil Co., the American Sugar ! with Tom, Dick and Harry prices, 

Refining Co., the Iron industries, the |unreliable packers and many other 

raisin growers of California and thou- | uncertainties that are likely to kill 

sands of others that you can readily|any profit they could make. I be- 

call to mind. All were sick and|lieve any such buyer would pay and 

were cured by this wonderful med-| could well afford to pay three times 

icine. Why not try it—it’s cheap!as much as these guarantees would 

and cannot harm you. | cost the association to. make. I 

I believe that co-operation and con- | would establish this selling agency 

solidation are necessary and essential and let it gain the confidence of every 

in the marketing of any product. It| buyer in the United States, by post- 

is necessary that we may gain the|ing him honestly as to supply and 

confidence that we have previously | demand; the conditions as they exist, 

spoken of I would mass the whole | from the commencement of the grow- 

moral support of the producers; - ing season to the end of the shipping 

would unite the intellectual and | season. Any buyer who is thorough- 

financial capital of all branches and | ly posted from a reliable , source will 

establish one seller for their united | have enough confidence in the buying 

product; thereby doing away with|season to give you his inquiry and 

competition among the prodncers. t| order I would keep in close touch 

would make this Central Selling| with everv car lot buyer so that if it 

Agency so strong that their cite: ea thought to be to the mutual in- 

ments would be acceped as truth by | terest of all parties concerned. future 

any and all buyers in Christendom. | contracts could be entered into based 

I would make this agency so strong | on a percentage delivery, later when 

that any buyer would rely implicitly | the crop is gathered in competing 

upon its guarantees as toa standard | sections, and a firm calculation can 

of quality, weights, measure, etc. I! be made. All these, together with a 

would make this agency so strong that| guarantee that the opening prices 

any buyer or combination of buyers | would not be lowered by the associa- 

could come there and buy one barrel! tion, would enable the association to 

or the entire crop of this association | sell absolutely the crop before it was 

with full assurance that he would get| grown and take no chance of loss. 

the quality and amount he bought, | All these contracts and guarantees are 

delivered as bought; that the price| valuable to the buyers and costs the 

he paid would be maintained by the! producer nothing. Then why not 

association; thereby assuring him of | proceed along the lines and get the 

a profit for his investment and right} benefits. 
here I want to repeat that to get the | To sum it all up, I believe the best 

best results, the interest of the haves method of marketing is to first organ- 

and seller must alike be safeguarded. ' ize the producers. Bunch their pro-
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ducts together. Establish a standard | sult, pans average 400 to 500 millers 
of quality, so you and the buyer will | to each pan. 

know what you have to sell; then Chas. W. Badger, Boston, Mass. :— 

establish a general sales agency, un- | Good results, but with kerosene 
der a competent manager, who will | torches, not lanterns. 
have power to bind the association eae — 
(with the sanction of a small execu-|0>Servations and Opinions as to 
tive board). I would offer the com- | Best Time for Gathering 
bined product toas many buyers as | es Pain — ais 
possible. I would have the business; G- : com, aner, Wis. :— 

| so conducted that the highest reions| oT eas —_ poi trial, 
would be obtained at a minimum of |™Y is jee are 
cost. I would have the growers grow Picked about September 15 in Wiscon- 
the product, the seller sell it, and |sin. All varieties differ; some kinds 

1 buyer buy it, and all lines work to-| must be gathered in the white; others 

gether in harmony and peace, as Pro- i a later stage for best results. i 

vidence has divined we should; and oe _—~ . = — 
as was exampled to as by that man | ass. :—Early picking keep the best. 

7 from Galilee. Wyatt & Purdy, Valley Junction, 

—__ —2- 0 -= Wis. :—Think medium late do best. 
i Destruction of Insects. John Bent, Rock, Mass. :—I would 

In response to request for results| not advise very early or very late 
; of experience in the use of lanterns} picking. I usually commence about 

for killing millers the following an-| the 10th of September and pick thru 
swers were received : the rest of the month. 

} Wyatt & Purdy, Valley es Wm. B. Claflin, Hopkinton, Mass. : 

Wis.:—We used them for several |— Pick late as can before frost; even 
! years with some success, but with/a chill injures keeping. Be sure and 

} thorough winter flooding millers have | keep dry and cool. 
i disappeared. . Alexander Birss, Prairie, Wash. : 
j John Bent, Rock, Mass.:—I have |—Could hardly tell; it began to rain 
I not used lanterns on my own bogs, | when we commenced to pick; had to 

i} but have seen them used with very| pick nearly all wet and dry them. 
| good results. Lucian J. Fosdick, Boston, Mass. : 

; Wm. B.  Claffilin, . Hopkinton, —Pick soon as berries are an average 
i Mass. :—Gocd on small bogs but on/| good color; white or green berries are 

large, 30 to 50 acres, it may pay, but | undesirable. 

; cannot say. | A.C. Bennett, Cameron, Wis. :— 
: A. C. Bennett, Cameron, Wis. :— | Neither early nor late; a berry not 

Yes, I used wide awake torches set in | fully ripe, one that has matured slow- 
i center of tin milk pans set on posts, ly and picked carefully when dry and 

i 4 feet high, gave best results. Put | kept in a cool place till the surplus 
} pans two thirds full of water; drop water has evaporated from the inside 
: a few drops of kerosene on top of the and the outside. 
' water; light lamps at dark and let | Chas. W. Badger, Boston, Mass. —— 
i burn all night; pans 60 feet apart; re-| Rather favor late picking.
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_ J. J. Emmerick, Cranmoor, Wis.— 
This year our early picked berries 
were in much better condition at time 

of shipping than the late picking and 

colored up well in house. 
————— 
Report of Treasurer. 

Receipts. 
March 6, 1903. State money........ ......$250.00 
Ordinary membership fees............. 33.00 
aa 
Advertisements, reports, pamphlets... 31 07 

$344.07 
Disbursements. 

Order No. 77. Wisconsin Valley Leader 
wrnnting,... Seicivnasco eee 

~ + = . H. Fitch, see’yssalary 
8 months...........-..-. 26.67 

& “ 79. Chas. Briere, supplies for 
convention, work on 
experiment station.... 52.00 

4 §0, P/ Ht Davis, livery. -.. 3.00 
4 “ 81. A.L. Fontaine, printing 12.50 
= “ 82. J. A. Gaynor, weather 

bureau equipment.... 3.55 
° “ 83. James Gaynor, experi- 

ment station.............. 72.00 
* “ 85. Alex H. Muir, duplicator 

and supplies ............. 9.10 
* * 86. Wisconsin Valley Leader 

booklet .........-.-.---- 25.05 
= “ 87. Grand Rapids Tribune, 

ee cee: 19.90 
* * 3. . H. Fiteh, see’y, print- 

ing and postage... ...... 7.29 
Interest on orders....... 4.19 
W. H. — financial 

see’y, printing. postage 
s tationery, “bulletins, 
circulars..............-- 94.07 

$344.07 
M. O. POTTER, Treasurer. 

Report of Financial Secretary. 

Year ending December, 31, 1903. 
Receipts. 

State money due..... 2. -22.-) -.+. +--+ + $250.00 
Ordinary membership dues............ 33.00 
RA ON as ooo sew seein 0 sas 
Advertisements, reports, pamphlets... 31.07 

$344.07 

Disbursements. 
Order No. 89. Exp.experiment station $ 30.00 

* “91. Seeretary’s salary 6mo. 40.00 
2 “ 92. Printing and postage.. 30.00 
* “ 93. —— for convention 16.31 
ae “ 9$. Work ex.station........ 11.86 
s “ 95. Supplies for convention 19.47 . 
= * 96. Stamped envelopes...... 21.40 
ee * 97. Seeretary’ssalary 3 mo. 20.00 

ye * 98. Cireularsand stationery 8.85 
= “ 99. Supplies for convention 24.50 

Expense reports, bulle- tins, cireulars....-.... 9407 
$316.46 

W. H. FITCH, Financial Secretary.





ANTON HIRZY, |5UY YouR CLOTHES 
f Peopl 

Expert Watchmaker and Jeweler WHO SELL CLOTHES 

Dealer in Jewelry, Musical Instruments —_—_——OoooOoon 

and Optical Goods. Kruger & Warner are lead- 
Watches and Jewelry repaired. All ers in this line. 

work guaranteed first class. 
Woon’s Brick Brock, East SIDE 

Grand Rapids, - satin Grand Rapids, Wis. 

If It’s from Hugh’s it’s RIGHT B.M. VAUGHAN, 
If not, He'll Make it Right. Attorney at Law, Grand Rapids, Wia. 

DRAINAGE LAW A SPECIALTY 

HUGH G. CORBETT, ee 
The Clo thing Man Marsh lands, — undrained, 

East Grand Rapids, Wisconsin| Undeveloped cranberry lands for sale 

Che Witter. one” 
MILLINERY PARLORS 

HATHAWAY & WHITNEY All the Latest and Most 

Proprietors, Up-to-Date Millinery. 
GRAND RAPIDS, - WISCONSIN] Artistic Trimmer. & 

Rates, $2.00 and $2.50. GRAND RAPIDS, East Side, WIS. 

A, L. RIDGMAN,|Drumb & Sutor 

Physician and Surgeon. Typographical 
Architeots ..+ 

GRAND RAPIDS, WISCONSIN| 9" Rapids, - - Wisconsin
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“FORWARD QUEST.” 
; Standards of Excellence:—Fine Quality, Full Quantity, 
! Fair Quotations. 

= 

Wisconsin State Cranberry 
gy = = 

: Growers’ Association. 
eee 

i CHAS. BRIERE, President, Grand Rapids. 

S. N. WHITTLESEY, Vice President, Cranmoor. 
W. H. FITCH, Secretary, Cranmoor. 
M. O. POTTER, Trasurer, C entralia. 

A. E. BENNETT, Member Executive Committee, Grand Rapids. 
nem 

i OBJECTS. 
i IMPROVED VARIETIES. --At the experimental station located between | 

Elm Lake and Cranmoor, there are being tested and propagated over 100 
4 different kinds of the best known aud proved species. Cuttings from 

1 these vines will be disposed of under rules and regulations of the Execu- 
i tive Committee 

BETTER GRADING AND PackING. -To establish, and take measures, 
i to insure the use of uuiform packages, for marketing the fruit so as to 

| secure the confidence of dealers and purchasers by this evidence of fair 
: and honorable dealing. 
i EXTENSION OF MARKET.—By making known wholesome and culinary 
i virtue and value of the cranberry. 
i, ReEporTs, BULLETINS, Crop Estimates, Etc. To advance the in- 

i terests of those engaged in the industry by obtaining aud distributing 
I statistics of the condition of the crop in this and other states, from time 

| to time, and disseminate information and instruction calculated to pro 
i mote the interests of the cultivator. 

MaILiInG Lasts.—A roll of leading growers et al in United States and 
Canada, revised to date of purchase, can be had of Secretary, (ranmoor* 

, Wis. Price Two Dollars ($2.00.) Names of Wisconsin growers, One 
1 Dollar ($1.00.) 

i MEMBERSHIP. 
i OrpINARY’—Annual fee, fifty cents (50c) which may be sent in 
i stamps. A prompt remittance by those in arrears, and others desiring to 
rt join the association will be appreciated. 

| AUXxILIARY.—Besides growers the association makes eligible and wel- 
i! come< to membership those who more or less connected wi'h the industry, 

oH recognize a mutual good and gain in the aims and accomplis':ments of 
i the organization. 
e Lire.—From consideration of convenience and that the usefulne-s of 
a organization may be more immediately enlarged and extended a LIFE 
i, ROLL has been established the fee for which five dollars ($5.00) will cover 

all future dues. The names of such members will be published in annual 
i reports of association together with postoffice address, shipping station | 

it and business card, the latter feature of which it is believed will be found 
Hi of co-service and benefit 

Hi To Correspondents.-— Requests for special information should be 
Hl accompanied by self addressed stamped envelope. 

iy To Advertisers. —Our publications being accredited as authorita- 
i tive, their value as an advertising medium is apparent, and cards from 
| reliable firms will be received at following flat rate: Reports of January 
Hf and August meeting, one dollar per card(% page.) Bulletins, crop esti- 
Y mates, etc., one dollar per card (1-12 page.)



Ordinary Membership Coupon. 
(Grower or Auxiliary) 

Office of Financial Secretary, Cranmoor, Wis. 
Enclosed please find fifty cents (50c) [stamps received] for one year's fee in pay- 

, ment for publications, ete., of association. 

MOM at A sg IO MAM ac cae seca rm, 

Shipping Station....... ....................... Street Number.........0.....P. O. BoX.-cssesseeeee-s 

Dinte of Remittamee.csc. ....... noccrnse-sn nc -aeces sees cnceceee 
eee 

Life Membership Coupon. 
(Grower or Auxiliary) 

Office of Financial Secretary, Cranmoor, Wis. 
Enclosed find five dollars ($5) for life-membership fee for publications, ete., of association. 

Mn sets cat sates sc ckwssicins AO MAMMOUNC ncn en elsneseencee Lager nana cidaceick 

Shipping Station... 0.00.0... eee oeesesseeees... Street Numbereeccee.. cseeeP. 0. BOX cecccssseee 

Date of Remittance ieee casa) aware stasacencs 

Read the Fruit Trade Journal, weekly. eee ieeennee inne eae. 

The representative paper of the Fruit and Produce 

trade. Gives accurate market reports, prices, and 

all other news of the trade from the principai cities 
of the United States, Canada and Foreign Coun- 

. tries. Subscription price THREE DOLLARS per year. 
Sample copy on application. : 

FRUIT TRADE JOURNAL, 
76 Park Place, - - - New York 

THE CRANBERRY GROWER. 
C—a—VvOwmwamaaaamamarrwowmnmnmnhhnaaoaoS_._0 0 0000 —>==:- 

A Journal for, of and by those engaged in the industy. 
Published monthly by the Cranberry Grower Publishing 
Co.. Cranmoor, Wis. 

Price $1.00 per year; 50c, six months; 25c, three months- 
Address all communications to 

Editor W. H. FITCH, Cranmoor, Wis,



DR. F. POMAINVILLE, (Call up 325 for anything in 
Physician and Surgeon, 

Saar stetae Get Aeus| Hardware, Stoves, 
iii ic Ditching Tools, Paints, 

DR. CHAS. POMAINVILLE, Farm Implements. 
Dentist. of oS eas 

WeeenoRS No. 216. Omce 1p Lomainville Block) CENTRALIA HARDWARE CO, 

woop county pruc co. JOHNSON & HILL CO 

Department Store and 
PURE DRUGS Saline ab Conibitalin 

H. H. VOSS, Manager. Grand Rapids, Wisconsin. 

N, REILAND, Dr. J. W. Rockwell, 
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Meat Office and Hospital ) 

oe Over Otto’s Pharmacy. 

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE. fant Siniis 7 
Special attention to chronic cases 

Grand Rapids, Wis., East Side jand diseases of women. Phone 95 

GEO. W. PURNELL, HEINEMAN 
Dealer in 

HEAVY AND SHELF MERCANTILE CO. 

H A R D W A R E. Deaiers in General Merchandise, 

iehiineteiineraniail Flour and Feed. 

Also Plumbing and’ ‘Steam Fitting!121 Front St. - - Phone 95 

GRAND RAPIDS, East Side. GRAND RAPIDS, WIS.
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> GROW MES eee ee 
rinteieiieelliaae pitas gt Co, Wash. erie on See Migs Tee GET ETS, 

' Shipping station ‘Tho ale Sa Pa GH SP Re saght me 
$ jee emer Og hot aia eS By 

MM. CHEW, Willi peak Aree et ee SRE gs = 
§ “Re f estate, stirveyor and conveyancer. Grower anddealerin $ ~~ 

eR ae 2 Ca Bo BERS shop ee a 
J. J. EMMERICH ; CRANBERRY B CO., Grand Rapids, Wis,-  — AS Pes 

Growers of cultivated cranberries. Address all communications : 
to Geo, W. Paulus; Secretary and Treasurer, Grand Rapids, Wisconsin. 2. Geo, W. Pa : etre : 

* ALFRED: EDGAR, Island Heights, N. J. 4 ae 
“Cranberry grower. Freeman P. O:, Box ‘24, Island Heights, N.J. é 

W. H. FITCH, Crann por, Wis. et ‘ 

L, J. FOSDICK, 2 | Bedford St. Boston, Mass. Z : 
» Proprietor Springbrook Cranberry Meadows, North Carver, Mass. e5 ts 

> ILIKEIfis our trade mark for Aunt Iucy’s Cape Cod Cranberry Sauce. 
0 Put pin gh js jars hermetically sealed with cork lined cap. Sold by Bie 

‘Restelassdealers Fae par 
GAYNOR.BLACKSTONE CO., Grand. Rapids, Wis. F ve 

‘ ae eee ee hand picked and well packed. ¢ 
: Keepers of the state cranberry experiment station and nursery. 

’ CHAS. H. PITMAN, Brown's Mills, NyJ, 0° ‘ s : 
2 “Shipping tation Hanover. Line of Penn. R. R. to Long Branch ; 
§ de ‘shore, _ SS ae + . 
§ = ERNIE Siem ote Sea # re 3 
5 LO SMAL Harwichport, Mass. io 5 3 = 

g wall Cra n Derr} grower, — Shipping stations Harwich, Tremont and “ 
; rastable.- ae ree 

JUDD A. WAT) Embarrass, Wis. = o. ef Bee re 
: = *roprieto Hotel Wait. . Reasonable rates and first class service. 2 
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2 ARMOUR & | cs iM. eS aes 

° BENNETT & HALL, New York. je ae : Re Sheet 

$ » No, 161 West St. Commission merchants. Fruit and produce. $$ 
} GINOCCH 0.5ONE! 1 CO., Kansas City, Mo, - Bie Paes . Tih = Bi 

OHN: GRAITHER, Centralia P. 0., Wis. Weer pee eS a 
_- Manufacturer of all kinds of cooperage, Cranberry barrel 2, z 

specialty in season. = ~*~ ae Ro a eee > pinay is Ba aye rR dea 4 i elete tas eae: TiS $ ‘ 
A. N. CHANEY & CO., Des Moi 5 deommission. ve ote. er 

_ Whole PEronetasc Se Sa aie ee EUR ae ‘ ae aS? # 

Ci cE BROS. COM MISSION CO., Kansas City,Mo. 2. Eee ‘Wholesale brokerage and commission. We are in daily contact } = = ~~ 
+ the tabhecn of 120 cities in Missous? andMississinp wae es 
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